
L I N E



Space Definition, Site Identity

The timeless, minimalist form of L I N E landscape panels, designed by Shane Coen and 

Coen+Partners, defines the boundaries of the landscape, whether a linear grass path or 

an urban plaza. L I N E panels delineate space, provide enclosure, and give landscape 

architects a vocabulary to express their unique site designs.  



Striking Contrasts, Finding Common Ground 

L I N E doesn’t try to replicate the organic shapes of nature but rather celebrates them 

through the contrasting presence of the panels’ geometric, repetitive forms. Human, 

minimal lines running through natural elements call attention to nature.

L I N E affects the landscape in different ways. Panels in a sea of grasses and trees become 

a quiet element within the space. Panels in an urban setting relate to the angles and grid of 

the surrounding architecture and streetscape. 





In Praise of Edges 

Define the edges of a site with sculptural patterned metal panels. Necessary elements that 

delineate space, such as those along the edges of gardens, parks, and patios, can play a 

distinctive role in the site experience but have been largely overlooked. L I N E panels as 

edge and site definition elements contribute both functionally and aesthetically.



Go Standard, Go Custom

Seven standard panel types begin the conversation between L I N E and the needs  

of a specific site design. L I N E’s flexibility supports custom patterns and sizes that reflect  

a landscape architect’s unique vision.

Half-Inch Vertical Rod

Half-Inch Horizontal Rod

Vertical Picket

One-Inch Horizontal Slat

Vertical Louver - Angled

Perforated Panel

Vertical Louver - Straight
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